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Abstract 

To resolve the semantic conflicts in the process of data exchange, the ontology is made 

full use to describe the characteristics of the relation between concept, adding semantics 

to XML Schema. In this paper, the semantic conflict resolution model is introduced, the 

indirect method is applied and the ER model is applied to realize the semantic mapping 

from relational schema to XML Schema, this is the so-called semantic annotation 

technology. In the field of railway, there exist some semantic conflict in the data 

exchange, by the Ontology OWL fragment extracted from the experiment, semantic 

conflict will be reduced and even eliminated. 
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1. Introduction  

For the heterogeneous system, if the semantic information integration must be done, 

some systems map database schema to Ontology[1], then rewrite the semantic query to 

the SQL statement; others are adppted stratified ontology and vocabulary to achieve 

semantic integration. But these methods can only solve the local semantic conflict, can 

not meet the needs of practical application. Yu[2] put forward a heterogeneous data 

integration method based on hybrid ontology,  by building the mapping relationship 

between global ontology and local ontology, data sources, so as to solve the problem of 

semantic heterogeneity in heterogeneous data integration.  

Semantic conflict is the conflict caused by using different ways in heterogeneous 

systems to express the same entity in reality[3].Semantic conflict is mainly caused 

by heterogeneous data sources in different table name, column name and data type 

[4]. For example, Use the ‘author’ to represent the author of a book in one data 

source, in another system, use ‘writer’ to represent homonymy heterogeneous caused 

by writer; Another example, The data type conflict in one data source ‘datetime’ to 

represent the date time with in another data source ‘date’ to represent date time. 

Ontology provides shared concept system for system design in specific domain 

application.  

The Research on the data integration mainly focused in XML and ontology to 

solve the heterogeneous data conflict, because the data format of XML is cross 

platform and good scalability, the XML data integration system can well solve the 

operating system heterogeneity and data source heterogeneity and some other syntax 

heterogeneity. But the XML data format can not handle the semantic heterogeneity. 

And the ontology can shield the inconsistence of the local semantics of data source, 

provide a unified global concept for the users, in order to solve the semantic conflict 

in integration [5-6]. 
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2. Related Work 

Semantic annotation is the annotation of the original data, it make original data 

have semantic information. not only understood by people, but the machine. In the 

semantic web it is generally annotated with XML annotation language for data, 

taking RDF/XML as data description model, combined with Ontology, the annotated 

data has a clear meaning, so that the machine can understand[7-8]. 

Current research about the semantic annotation roughly are the same, all is in the 

background of the semantic web, using ontologies to study various semantic 

annotation, and the results of the image annotation and video annotation fields are 

more abundant. 

A semantic conflict resolution scheme is proposed, it adopt semantic mapping 

from relational schema to XML schema and the introduction of ontology mapping 

file to solve the problems of semantic annotation. Each XML Schema document of 

heterogeneous data source can be annotated for the corresponding elements through 

mapping and with ontology. In this way, the XML Schema documents with semantic 

annotation will make mapping relationship, heterogeneous data sources also make a 

mapping relationship with semantic information. 

The process of semantic annotation of information resource is a difficult step. On 

the one hand, the semantic annotation may extract concept from information 

resource and describe with ontology base, and the information resource is an 

instance of the ontology base. On the other hand, the semantic annotation is the step 

which can enrich the ontology base, when the process occurred to find a new 

concept to the ontology base, the process can learn the new concept by the 

knowledge base and describe the concept with the current concept in ontology, and 

then, add the concept into the ontology base, so the semantic annotation is an 

enriched process of the ontology base. The sketch map of semantic annotation is 

showed as follow. 

 

2.1 Ontology 

Ontology is a new specification business data in recent years, which can 

accurately describe the data semantics, and infer implicit data semantic relations[7]. 

Usually, ontology is a formal description of the relationship between tuple contains 

concept, individual and concept, it can be used to express the attribute information, 

the quantity standard, inconsistent statements and logical relations between different 

objects [8] 

With the popularity of ontology, the technologies related to ontology have 

emerged rapidly and gradually formed system. For example, after a long-term 

development and evolution, the ontology specification finally fixed two norm, the 

resource description framework (RDF) and Web ontology language (OWL). RDF 

defines three tuple form subject attribute and object knowledge representation, OWL 

introduces owl:Thing, RDF owl: Class, owl:Property and other words to make 

knowledge description more convenient [9].  

OWL is also compatible with the web architecture. It has, amongst others, an 

XML-based encoding and it is backward compatible with RDF Schema, which can 

be seen in Figure 1. As ontologies are also tailored towards the distributed nature of 

the Web, OWL additionally provides constructs for (de-)composition, 

extension,adaptation, sharing and reuse. 
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Figure1. Layered View on Semantic Web Enabling Technologies 

2.2 Model Design   

In order to further enhance the semantic expression ability of XML Schema, 

Ontology is constructed to realize knowledge sharing and reuse firstly. XML 

Schema files of each heterogeneous data source can be add semantic tag by mapping 

with Ontology. Therefore, the mapping relationship will occur between the XML 

Schema file with semantic annotation, Mapping relationship with semantic 

information will be produced among the heterogeneous data sources. 

Semantic conflict resolution model is shown in Figure 2. When using the indirect 

mode to realize the conversion from relational model to XML mode, by the ER 

diagram of relational model, ER diagram can map to XML Schema diagram, by 

XML ER map, XML Schema diagram will map to XML Schema through semantic 

mapping. 
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Figure 2. Semantic Conflict Resolution Model 
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3. Semantic Conflict Resolution Scheme 
 

3.1. Mapping from Relational Schema to XML Schema 

Since the relational database is not an efficient way for data explosion, electronic 

transfer of data, and electronic business on the Web, we introduce a methodology in 

which a relational schema will be translated to an Extensible Markup Language 

(XML) schema definition for creating an XML database that is a simple and efficient 

format on the Web. We apply the Indirect Schema Translation Method that is a 

semantic-based methodology in this project.  

When establishing database system, formal structure abstract is must be done 

firstly, then the frame of data express and data manipulation is constructed by the 

data model. ER model is a classical concept data model, it depict data in simple 

graph such as ER graph and translate the ER graph to relational model set, finally, 

the concept design of the database is accomplished. 

The method of translating the relational schema to XML schema is an indirect 

method, namely, XML Schema is mapped by ER Graph. The process of mapping 

from relation schema to XML schema is depicted as Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The Translation Process from Relational Schema to XML Schema 

Although the database reverse engineering can extract the semantic structure 

relation model from a relational database, but more complicated implicit mode  is 

very difficult to obtain, so the extracted OWL ontology fragments cannot fully 

express all the semantic information of relational database implied, it need experts in 

the field added for the OWL ontology fragment manually. 

 

3.2 The Process of Adding Semantic for XML 

Semantic annotation is a specific metadata generation and usage schema, aiming 

to enable new information access methods and to extend the existing ones[10].  

  The process of Adding semantic for XML Schema is as below, the connection 

between the element of ontology such as the concept, relationship and the individual 

in XML is established, which has a clear semantics. This process is also called 

semantic annotation based on ontology.  

  Semantic annotation using the concepts and properties defined in ontology to 

annotate the structure of XML in Schema. In the annotation process, WordNet is 

used to automatically process semantic annoation [11]. in addition, the mature 

technology in pattern matching is also used. The annotation results is added to the 

XML Schema by using namespace of XML Schema extension mechanism. The issue 

in the process of semantic annotation include: 

(1) ComplexType, SimpleType were annotated by the concepts in ontology. when 

concept annotation was completed, the attribute of the concept must be annotated. 

The matching of the concept establish a context for the matching of its attributes, 

this context can automatically annotate its properties with high accuracy. 
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  (2) Different XML schema was usually annotated by different granularity in the 

annotation process. If coarse granularity concept is adopted and there is no fine 

granularity distinction of certain elements in its structure, the coarse can be directly 

used for annotation. If The fine granularity is distinguished by other element, the 

classifier can be used to annotate the element. 

  (3) Restriction and Extension mechanism can be annotated by the parent-child 

class ,the primary key foreign key can be annotated by the property in the ontology.  

 

4. Implementation 

In order to describe the conflict resolution better, we choose the railway System 

as an example, ER model is derived from to relation model, ER diagram of database 

as shown in Figure 4. The ER model is mapped to the XML Schema, it is shown in 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 4. ER Graph of The Database Instance  
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Figure 5. Process of ER Graph Mapping to XML Schema Graph 

According to the rule of XML Schema diagram to XML Schema, The XML 

Schema code fragment of conversion is   

<xsd: element name =“Railway System”>   

< xsd: complex Type>   

  <xsd: attribute name = “dno” type =“ ID”/> 

 ...  

  </xsd: complex Type>   

</xsd: element>   

<xsd: element name =“Locomotive”>   

<xsd:complex Type >   

<xsd: sequence>   

< xsd: element ref =“ Railway System”>   

</xsd: sequence >   

< xsd: attribute name =“dno” type =“ ID”/>   
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< xsd: attribute name =“dno” type =“IDREF” />   

</xsd: complex Type>   

</xsd: element>    

The relation model extracted from the railway system is as follow:  

  Railway System (railway bridge, railway tunnel, rail,sleeper, train, electric 

system)  

There exist semantic conflict between relation mode Railway 

Infrastructure(railway bridge, railway tunnel, track, railroad tie, locomotive, 

carriage, electric system) and Railway System.The comparison of the two different 

model elements is as shown in table 1. The mapping relationship of the two 

heterogeneous model is as shown in table 2. by analysis we can draw a conclusion  

there exist heterogeneous conflict, data format conflict, data type conflict between 

them. 

Table 1. Comparison of the Two Heterogeneous Model Elements 

Railway System Railway Infrastructure 

railway bridge  

railway tunnel   

rail  

sleeper  

train  

electric system 

railway bridge 

railway tunnel  

 track   

railroad tie   

connect (locomotive, carriage)   

electric system 

Table 2. Element Mapping Relation of the Two Heterogeneous Model 

Elements 

Railway System Railway Infrastructure 

railway bridge  

railway tunnel   

rail  

sleeper  

train  

electric system 

railway bridge 

railway tunnel  

 track   

railroad tie   

locomotive, carriage   

electric system 

The train attribute in Railway System is the combination of locomotive attribute 

and carriage attribute in railway infrastructure. In ontology knowledge fragment, on 

properties of locomotive, carriage and operation, namely owl:unionOf; The 

representation of ‘sleeper’ and ‘railroad tie’ is different, but they are equivalence 

relation. in OWL owl:equivalent Class is adopted to describe two identical example. 

Ontology OWL fragment extracted from the experiment is described below: 

<owl:Classrdf:lD=” train” > 

<owl:unionOfrdf: parseType=”Collection”> 

<owl:Classrdf:about=”# locomotive”/> 

<owl:Classrdf:about=”#carriage”/> 

</owl:unionOf> 

</owl:Class> 

<owl:Classrdf:lD=”sleeper”> 

<Owl:equiValentClassrdf：resource=”&railroad tie;sleeper”/> 
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</owl:Class> 

  Relation Schema railway system(railway bridge, railway tunnel, rail,sleeper, 

train, electric system) is annotated, the XML mode code is as follows:  

<xs:elementname=“railway bridge”type=“xs:string” 

semantic:type=“&ontol; # railway bridge”/> 

<xs:elementname=“railway tunnel”type=“xs:string” 

semantic:type=“&ontol;# railway tunnel”/> 

<xs:elementname=“rail”type=“xs:string” 

semantic:type=“&ontol;# rail”/> 

Relation Schema Railway Infrastructure(railway bridge, railway tunnel, track, 

railroad tie, locomotive, carriage, electric system)  

<xs:elementname=“locomotive”type=“xs:string” 

semantic:type=“&ontol;# train”/> 

<xs:elementname=“carriage”type=“xs:string” 

semantic:type=“&ontol;# train”/> 

<xs:elementname=“railway tunnel”type=“xs:string”minOccurs=“0” 

semantic:type=“&ontol;# railway tunnel”/> 

<xs:elementname=“sleeper”type=“xs:string” 

semantic:type=“&ontol;# railroad tie”/> 

 

5. Conclusion 

When each data model is annotated, The elements and the structure of the model 

can achieve model mapping through semantic annotation matching and ontology 

applying. The mapping relationship is established by the matching between the two 

different data models and the ontology in matching technology. The mapping 

relationship between two XML Schema semantic with annotation is shown in Figure 

6. 
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Figure 6. The XML Schema Mapping with Annotation 
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The XML Schema file concluded by the experiment, as attribute heterogeneous 

conflict, data format conflict, data type conflict semantic conflict are annotated, so 

the ambiguity will  decreased by difference of natural language or symbols, so the 

semantic conflict will eliminate to some extent. 
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